Capital Markets Day
Internet of Things
September 27, 2022

Recap: What Did We Talk about In 2019?
Acquisition of IoT Team and further Development of Use Case
Vision: Digital monitoring of building technology.

•
•
•
•

•

Status quo: On the way to an IoT power house.

Rationale: Customer dissatisfaction due to lack of
transparency and tools to manage lift service providers.
Start of pilot projects for remote elevator monitoring.
In 2019, acquisition of startup Dynamic Components.
Highly skilled team of software, hardware,
data analytics and business experts based in Munich.
Technology platform consisting of software
and hardware.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Further strengthening of Munich-based IoT team.
Industrialization and rollout of IoT hardware.
1 Patent granted.
Tracking lift outages and troubleshooting via ticketing
system incl. communication with service providers.
Development of an investment model for modernization
based on scoring data.
Mobile app for property managers and technical service
personnel for better insights in the field.
Further development of additional IoT use cases with
strategical importance.

Vonovia Is An IoT Pioneer In the Sector
Remote Monitoring 3,300+ Unit Elevator Portfolio, Generating Unique Data Sets
Rollout of IoT monitoring system complete

How does the monitoring work in practice?
VAO* Lift

Technical
Unit

Customer
Service

Property
Manager

Lift Service Provider

Vonovia
External
* VAO = Vonovia Asset Observation.
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Tenant

IoT system

Vonovia’s IoT Platform Is A Powerful Tool
KPI Tracking and Seamless Information Exchange between All Stakeholders
Why is Vonovia doing this?
• Data enables unique insights and best-in-class transparency.

• Enabling of improved elevator service providers management.

• Ticketing system guarantees efficient communication with all

• Measuring of KPIs in order to enforce service level agreements in

stakeholders.

service contracts.

• Mobile app provides property managers with all necessary

• Early detection of outages and improved communication between

information.

tenants and property managers on the ground.

Case Fundamentals
1. Improved customer satisfaction by reducing outage times.
2. Optimized service provider performance by gaining transparency of all activities at the machine (what was done
by whom and when?).

3. Enabled organization to make the right investment decisions and monitor performance of new equipment.

8,750+
outages detected
(and fixed)

420 GB
field data collected

230m
rides recorded

1

Messages counted from 02/2020 – mid 09/2022;

2

275,000
messages sent1

25,000+
condition assessments
on elevator components

Since 04/2022 the system generates 1.0 m data packages per day; Time period all other data: 09/2020 – mid 09/2022.
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1.5m
master data
integrated

1.0m
IoT data packages
generated per day2

Data from the IoT Platform Is A First Step
Decision Making based on Hard Facts Instead of Regional Quotas
What kind of data does Vonovia have?

How does Vonovia use the data?

• Elevator master data incl. rating of specific
elevator components.
• Information on elevator rides.
• Sensor data from elevator environment like
information on electric current, temperature and
humidity.
• Tickets for outages and recommissioning incl. lift
service provider input: Annotated data on outages
incl. component and root cause.

• Rating data from elevator components used for data
tool “Invest Model”.
• This investment model helps to make data-based
decisions on allocation of financial resources for
modernization or complete replacement of elevators.
• Vonovia is setting up data analytics team in order to
expand data-based decision approach.
• Goal is to develop predictive maintenance models:
• Step 1: Anomaly detection.
• Step 2: Predictive models.

-> This is the foundation for predictive
maintenance.

IoT
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Data Leads to …
Systematic Data Collection and Processing for Solid Decision Making

A data-based ranking of elevators enables a better allocation
of investment budgets.
Visualization of rankings.
Overview of all master data.
Rating statistics.

Export function of rankings for further data processing.
Several data filter and parameter settings for analysis.
Custom settings for actions and categories depending
on elevator specifications.

Custom settings of budget requirements per elevator.
Change logging.
Custom notes per elevator.
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“Elevator” – Just the First of Vonovia’s IoT Use Cases
Blueprint On How to Proceed with Other Use Cases
Vonovia’s IoT-Blueprint

Execution

• Hardware device incl.
• relevant sensors and
interfaces.
• either developed in-house
or via partners.
• Rollout of hardware devices
to all properties.
• Inspection of assets (e.g.
elevators, heating systems)
incl. additional data
acquisition / verification.
• Collecting, processing and
storing (master) data.
• Monitoring assets incl.
outage alarms.
• Analytics, correlations,
optimizations.
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• All resources for further rollout of use cases
available at Vonovia.
• Expertise in hardware, software, data analytics,
rollout and project management.
• Elevator case was very focused on customer /
tenant satisfaction.
New case “Heat” will be focused on energy / cost
savings and is even more relevant due to
current events.

7

What Is Next?
Vonovia Has Identified Additional Use Cases Supporting Our Roadmap towards Decarbonization

Cross-sectional topics: Data, Infrastructure, Operations.

Elevator
IoT realtime data for elevators, data analytics regarding
outages and digital elevator management.

Heat
IoT realtime data for heating
systems, data analytics, (sub-) metering, processes.

Energy
IoT realtime data for photovoltaic systems, data analytics,
optimized energy flows.

Water
IoT realtime data for drinking
water-related building technology, adjacent process monitoring.
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Highly Relevant Use Case
IoT Offers Great Potential for Remotely Monitoring Heating Systems
Rollout of IoT-monitoring system ongoing.

How does the monitoring work in practice?
VAO Heat

Technical
Service

Optimization
Unit

Customer Service
IoT system

What is Vonovia doing?
• Reading out of every boiler parameter and visualization in an online platform.
• Remote parametrization of heating systems for system optimization.
• Generation of detailed error reports for exact root cause analysis.
• Direct interface to the heating system of several manufacturers.

• Optimization management to reduce energy consumption and carbon footprint of heating systems (today: a manual
process, in the future: smart algorithms).
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Savings Potential Is Material
Scientific Study1 Suggests 15% Cost Savings on Average for Heating Systems
BaltBest study findings.

Findings match Vonovia’s approach.

• A lot of heating systems …
• … are oversized: While building shells / windows have
improved in terms of insulation, heating systems have
not been adapted to the new situation.
• … are not configured accordingly and show a system
temperature which is too high in 85% of cases,
resulting in an actual heating capacity too high for local
circumstances.
• In addition, it has been found that tenant behavior has a
large impact – if tenants regulate room temperatures
several times a day, a lot of energy can be saved – smart
thermostatic valves decrease energy consumption in
multi-family houses.
• This means with little invest and optimization measures
it is possible to save an average of 15% of energy costs on
property level.

1

Efficient heating settings.
Heating systems and
its components are adapted to
local property conditions – this
enables CO2 savings.
Quick reaction to heating
outages.
Outage is fixed before tenants
complain or even notice.
Clear identification of root
causes through direct order
creation in SAP.
Multiple rides of Vonovia’s service
technicians are prevented.

BaltBest - Einfluss der Betriebsführung auf die Effizienz von Heizungsaltanlagen im Bestand.
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Tenant
satisfaction

Heating
costs tenants

CO2-costs
Vonovia

Process costs
Vonovia

Vonovia’s Heat Rollout Is In Full Swing
In Spite of Global Supply Chain Crisis, Vonovia’s Second Use Case Is On Track
Current status of VAO Heat rollout

What Vonovia has learnerd so far?

• Almost 250 installations in Ruhr Area completed.

• 15% CO2-savings on average possible through
optimization of heating system.
• 99% of outages detected
• Every 2 days an operation has been triggered since start
of rollout

• Completion of 500 installations by end of October.

• First heat pump installations will be realized in October.

• Global supply chain problems led to material shortages
and delays in overall timeline.
• Supply problems due to lack of electronic components are
still relevant today.
• Lead times for components need to be evaluated before
electronic layout is finished to avoid delays in PCB
assembly.
• Detailed training of heating technicians is very
important since installation is not part of their daily routine.
• Installation possible without prior inspection of
heating system as relevant information available in ERP
system.
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Vonovia Is Well-Positioned for The Digital Future
The Combination of Technology, Team and Data Opens Up Internal and External Opportunities
Summary

Vonovia …
… has built the expertise to manage complex IoT projects.
… has the ability to collect and interpret data sets.
… can use the data to optimize operations.
… can now start to deliver new business models;
internally as well as externally.
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Thank you!
Any Questions?
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Disclaimer
This presentation has been specifically prepared by Vonovia SE and/or its affiliates (together, “Vonovia”) for internal use.
Consequently, it may not be sufficient or appropriate for the purpose for which a third party might use it.
This presentation has been provided for information purposes only and is being circulated on a confidential basis. This presentation shall be used only in accordance with applicable law, e.g. regarding national and international
insider dealing rules, and must not be distributed, published or reproduced, in whole or in part, nor may its contents be disclosed by the recipient to any other person. Receipt of this presentation constitutes an express
agreement to be bound by such confidentiality and the other terms set out herein.
This presentation includes statements, estimates, opinions and projections with respect to anticipated future performance of Vonovia ("forward-looking statements") which reflect various assumptions concerning anticipated
results taken from Vonovia’s current business plan or from public sources which have not been independently verified or assessed by Vonovia and which may or may not prove to be correct. Any forward-looking statements
reflect current expectations based on the current business plan and various other assumptions and involve significant risks and uncertainties and should not be read as guarantees of future performance or results and will not
necessarily be accurate indications of whether or not such results will be achieved. Any forward-looking statements only speak as at the date the presentation is provided to the recipient. It is up to the recipient of this
presentation to make its own assessment of the validity of any forward-looking statements and assumptions and no liability is accepted by Vonovia in respect of the achievement of such forward-looking statements and
assumptions.
Vonovia accepts no liability whatsoever to the extent permitted by applicable law for any direct, indirect or consequential loss or penalty arising from any use of this presentation, its contents or preparation or otherwise in
connection with it.
No representation or warranty (whether express or implied) is given in respect of any information in this presentation or that this presentation is suitable for the recipient’s purposes. The delivery of this presentation does not
imply that the information herein is correct as at any time subsequent to the date hereof.
Vonovia has no obligation whatsoever to update or revise any of the information, forward-looking statements or the conclusions contained herein or to reflect new events or circumstances or to correct any inaccuracies which
may become apparent subsequent to the date hereof.
This presentation does not, and is not intended to, constitute or form part of, and should not be construed as, an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to purchase, subscribe for or otherwise acquire, any securities of the
Company nor shall it or any part of it form the basis of or be relied upon in connection with or act as any inducement to enter into any contract or commitment or investment decision whatsoever.
This presentation is neither an advertisement nor a prospectus and is made available on the express understanding that it does not contain all information that may be required to evaluate, and will not be used by the
attendees/recipients in connection with, the purchase of or investment in any securities of the Company. This presentation is selective in nature and does not purport to contain all information that may be required to evaluate
the Company and/or its securities. No reliance may or should be placed for any purpose whatsoever on the information contained in this presentation, or on its completeness, accuracy or fairness.
This presentation is not directed to or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity that is a citizen or resident or located in any locality, state, country or other jurisdiction where such distribution, publication,
availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation or which would require any registration or licensing within such jurisdiction.
Neither this presentation nor the information contained in it may be taken, transmitted or distributed directly or indirectly into or within the United States, its territories or possessions. This presentation is not an offer of
securities for sale in the United States. The securities of the Company have not been and will not be registered under the US Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “Securities Act”) or with any securities regulatory authority
of any state or other jurisdiction of the United States. Consequently, the securities of the Company may not be offered, sold, resold, transferred, delivered or distributed, directly or indirectly, into or within in the United States
except pursuant to an exemption from, or in a transaction not subject to, the registration requirements of the Securities Act and in compliance with any applicable securities laws of any state or other jurisdiction of the United
States unless registered under the Securities Act.
Tables and diagrams may include rounding effects.
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